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In re Miguel and Vicki Medina Case No. 693-62021-psh11

12/23/96 BAP aff’d PSH in part, Published 
Vacated in part, and remanded

Debtors were in the business of reforestation and their
contracts were primarily with the USDA.  The reforestation work
was performed by a business owed by Miguel, dba Medina
Reforestation.  Medina Reforestation had entered into a number of
contracts with the USDA.  Thereafter, Medina Reforestation
entered into a financing, assignment and security agreement with
Offord Financing whereby Medina Reforestation assigned to Offord
its right to receive proceeds in the USDA contracts.  Prior to
the petition date, the IRS had filed a number of tax liens
against the debtors for unpaid taxes and also filed a proof of
claim in this bankruptcy for unpaid taxes of $750,492.  Offord
filed a proof of claim for $87,662.  The IRS asserted a right to
set off the USDA payments assigned to Offord against the debtors’
tax debt and moved the court to lift the automatic stay to allow
it to do so.  

The bankruptcy court determined that the IRS had a right to
offset taxes owed to it against USDA payments assigned to Offord. 
Only those taxes found to be liquidated could be set off,
however.  The IRS was also allowed to foreclose the one tax lien
which the court determined to be valid.  The automatic stay was
lifted to allow the IRS to exercise its setoff rights to the
extent allowable.  Any contract proceeds remaining were ordered
paid to Offord.

The BAP reversed the bankruptcy court to the extent the
court had held the claim of the IRS was not liquidated (and thus
not subject to setoff) and stated that the bankruptcy court
should have allowed the IRS to show whether its claim was
accurate and valid if the IRS claim as submitted was
questionable. The BAP also held that the bankruptcy court
committed error when it held that certain tax forms filed post-
petition contained post-petition obligations and were thus not
subject to setoff.  The BAP remanded to address the errors
indicated, with the IRS to have leave to submit an amended proof
of claim containing penalty and interest on the original claim.  
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